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RED-1 detector
105 mm

22 mm

5 mm

Electrode system:

1) Wired cathode

2) Field shaping ring

3) Plane anode

Applied voltage ΔUca = - 11.85 kV:

Fd = 3.74 kV/cm → 10 μs drift in LXe,

Fg = 7.22 kV/cm → ~1 μs in the gas gap.

Seven PMTs FEU-181 view the active volume from the bottom, 
MgF2 windows, multi-alkali photocathodes, QE ~ 15% at 200 nm



Electron extraction efficiency

Waveforms recorded:
~268 ms with 2 ns sampling,

~4.2 ms with 4 ns sampling and gain 10 times lower

Trigger: muon event

Only part of ionization 
electrons is extracted 

into the gas gap!

Guschin, 1982

What happens to the rest of 
electrons and how do they 

affect operation of a 
detector?

Dedicated scientific run dataset



“Accompanying” signals

New kind of signals following after big S2 was observed

Characteristics:

1) atypical durations

2) time interval between S2 and S3: [0;190] μs



Reconstruction of S3 positions (simple centroid method)
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X_centroid, arb. units

S3 signals happen along the perimeter of the active volume



S3 signals: distance-time correlations

Result: linear dependence

We plot dependence of the distance between S2 and S3 on the time
interval between S2 and S3



Result: positive correlation, resemble ~ t½.

S3 signals: duration-time correlations

We plot dependence of the S3 duration on time interval between S2 and S3



Interpretation

Primary interaction

Partial emission

drift of electrons in LXe
towards the gas gap

drift of emitted electrons in 
the gas gap

Electroluminescence(S2)

Spontaneous emission

drift of emitted electrons in 
the gas gap

Electroluminescence(S3)

Thermalization & localization 
of “behindhand” electrons 

under the surface

drift of “behindhand”
electrons in tangential 

electric field component



SE signals 

Signals from single ionization electrons

Photoionization Spontaneous

Observed by: ZEPLIN-II, ZEPLIN-III, RED-1, XENON-100

Prediction: spontaneous SE signals must mark the path of the cloud 
under the surface from the position of S2 to the position of S3 



Reconstruction of spatio-temporal image of events



SE emission rate dependence on time

We plot dependence of the SE emission rate on the time interval 
between S2 and SE emission

Decreasing dependence is observed, confirming the existence of  
causal connection between S2 and spontaneous SE emission

Rate-time spectra were fitted by A/(t-t0)β,

β weighted mean ε [1;2].



Conclusion

Results

1) Ionization signals of a new kind (S3) were observed

2) Rate-time dependence for spontaneous SE emission was obtained

3) Reconstruction of spatio-temporal image of events 

Thank you for your attention!



Backup1: tilt of the detector  



Backup 2: 137Cs events coordinates, simple centroid

X_centroid, arb. units
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Backup 3: S3/S2 light yield

Prediction: 0.22/0.78 ≈ 0.28

Problems: - different light collection efficiency,

- electric field non-homogeneities,

- electron capture



Backup 4: extraction yield

E. Aprile et al., IEEE Trans. On Nucl. 
Sci., vol. 51, no. 5, 1986-1990 (2004)

E. Aprile et al., J. Phys, G :
Nucl. Part. Phys. 41 035201 (2014)



Backup 5: SE emission after S3



Backup 6: Muon signal, electron emission and S3

Saturated muon signal Accompanying signal

Electron emission Reconstructed muon track

Время, отсчёты, 1 отсчёт = 4 нс
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Backup 7: Chi-square calculation for the sample of data

Fitting results do not contradict the hypothesis.
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Backup 8: S2-S3 pairs positions



Backup 9: S2-S3 pairs positions



Backup 10: the shape of potential


